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Abstract As the vehicles are gradually transformed into the connected-vehicles,
standard features of the past (i.e. immobilizer, keyless entry, self-diagnostics)
were neglected to be software updated and hardware upgraded so they do
not “align” with the cyber-security demands of the new ICT era (IoT, Indus-
try 4.0, IPv6, sensor technology) we have stepped into, therefore introducing
critical legacy IT security issues. Stepping beyond the era of common auto-
theft and “chop-shops”, the new wave of attackers have cyber-skills to exploit
these vulnerabilities and steal the vehicle or manipulate it. Recent evolution
in ICT offered automotive industry vital tools for vehicle safety, functionality
and up to 2010, theft prevention. However, the same technologies are the ones
that make vehicles prone to cyber-attacks. To counter such attacks, this work
proposes a unified solution that logs all hardware profile changes of a vehi-
cle in a blockchain, to manage control and allow only authenticated changes,
subject to user, time, geospatial and contextual constraints exploiting several
blockchain features. Testing of the proposed solution omens the prevention of
numerous commons attacks, while additionally provides forensics capabilities
and significantly enhancing the security architecture of the vehicle (respecting
the original IT architectural design of automotive manufacturers).
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1 Introduction

Undoubtedly, the automotive industry is one of the most critical sectors of the
worldwide economy. According to the International Organization of Motor Ve-
hicle Manufacturers; known as the “Organisation Internationale des Construc-
teurs d’Automobiles” (OICA) [59], 2012 was the first year that the automotive
production exceeded the barrier of 80 million cars. Apart from the vast increase
in the production rate, which introduces many changes in the market, the au-
tomotive industry is going through a radical transformation over the past few
years. Vehicle control has been shifting from mechanical to electronic [18].
Therefore, modern vehicles can be considered as an operating platform within
a collaborative environment [13], simultaneously running tasks and functions
of many embedded subsystems, interacting inside a networked system [53].

While this transformation is gradually becoming more obvious, the auto-
motive industry has not fully succeeded in providing the necessary security
mechanisms, many of which are applied for decades in common information
systems. This might be attributed to the market pressure towards embedding
more features in vehicles, while the production needs the implementation of
these features as soon as possible to put their products in the market before
other competitors. Nevertheless, this policy might endanger the safety of pas-
sengers under certain circumstances. Moreover, unlike common information
systems that can often receive both software and hardware updates, doing the
same in vehicles is not always an option. Therefore, modern vehicles can be
considered even more vulnerable to cyber attacks.

Added features can improve the driving experience and comfort of drivers,
but they also extend the attack layer of the vehicle. Attacks can be launched
by connecting devices to the vehicle’s communication ports or even wirelessly.
Under certain circumstances, the attackers can gain full access to the vehicle;
therefore, we do not only have to consider the case of a car being stolen, but
also the cases where the goal is to harm the passengers or even the transporta-
tion infrastructure in large-scale automated attacks [28].

1.1 Main contribution of the article

Despite the security measures that are taken by manufacturers and the wide
range of after-market products that attempt to provide additional security to
the vehicles, statistics and everyday experience prove that vehicles are still
stolen. Moreover, there are several reports of automated attacks that can
be launched against vehicles, e.g. in situ [40,20] or even remotely [76,50,51].
Therefore, not only vehicles can be stolen, but drivers and passengers are ex-
posed to other risks as well. The only authentication that current deployed
vehicle architectures support is between the “key” (traditional or wireless,
biometrics of the drivers, etc.) and the immobilizer. The devices or Electronic
Control Units (ECU) do not provide any further authentication. Even AU-
TOSAR [8] the most widely used framework for developing vehicle hardware
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components has only recently started to support encryption algorithms, which
are not mandatory.

A wide range of these new attacks stems from the fact that devices and
ECUs can be easily connected to modern vehicles, thus providing the attackers
with a broader attack layer. For instance, several sources indicate that for the
vast amount of cars that are currently being stolen, the method is the pen-
etration through the electronic system [68,78]. To address this problem, we
propose a novel three-layered scheme to manage Electronic Control Modules
(ECM) or ECUs and device installation and maintenance. According to our
scheme, a vehicle has a unique profile for each of its legitimate users. For every
hardware change, whether this is the installation of a new device or the instal-
lation of a new firmware, the immobilizer connects to an Internet service to
update its profile. Note however that firmware updates may provide undocu-
mented functionality to a module which actually means that it treats as a new
device. The service checks whether this update should be allowed and triggers
the appropriate alarms. This is achieved by the use of a private blockchain and
a smart contract, which adds another security layer, enabling secure control
version management. Therefore, our scheme provides an additional layer of
security with minimal overhead, as the experimental results clearly indicate.

The dependence of our scheme on an Internet connection might be consid-
ered a considerable constraint, however, Internet is available almost anywhere
in Europe and the US, and all the population centers in the rest of the world1.
Therefore, our solution can easily cover the vast majority of places where an
actual repair should be authorised.

The novelty of this work is not the introduction of new cryptographic
primitives or authentication methods, but the introduction of a new frame-
work which uses well-known methods in a very demanding industry sector
such as the automotive industry. This work is extending [63,48] and can be
considered as a step towards the unification of mechanics’ databases in an
online database that is used to provide an extra security layer. Therefore,
the description of the framework does not provide details about the algo-
rithms or the protocols that might be adopted, but rather the functionality
that they should provide. We have implemented the proposal based on several
well-known cryptographic primitives and protocols as well as the Ethereum
blockchain. While the cryptographic primitives might not be optimal, they
are currently industrial standards and well-known for the security that they
offer. Moreover, they indicate the necessary processing and time overhead that
are introduced by the proposed solution, which can be considered minimal.

1.2 Organization of this work

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, first, we provide
an overview of the related work focusing on the ICT side of modern vehi-

1 http://www.businessinsider.com/this-world-map-shows-every-device-connected-

to-the-internet-2014-9
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cles, how it can be attacked and some countermeasures. Then, we discuss the
use of Blockchain on vehicles. Section 3 introduces the proposed architecture,
while Section 4 discusses several issues in terms of availability, security and
privacy. Then, in Section 5 we illustrate the efficacy of our proposal through
experimental results. Finally, the article concludes with some final remarks.

2 Related work

2.1 An ICT approach to the vehicle

Today’s high-end automobiles contain over hundreds of embedded processors,
sensors, multiple wired-buses and data acquisition/telemetry components, all
optimized for robust functioning and safe driving whilst continuously interact-
ing with the mechanical parts and components of the vehicle. This mechatronic
nature is attributing the cyber-physical essence of the modern vehicle.

The automotive-platform is initiated after the immobilizer has been re-
leased, triggering the electronic ignition system that the motor-engine can be
safely started. ECUs can read input signals from sensors (e.g. speed, motor
temperature, fuel consumption and load data) but since many sensors’ signals
are used for multiple functions, it is a common practice for manufacturers to
place them under the Engine Management System’s (EMS) control. The latter
is designed to ensure that the vehicle complies with emissions regulations and
to provide improved performance. Furthermore, the sensors provide the input
signals, and the actuators are the electromechanical devices (e.g. fuel injec-
tors, ignition coils, ABS modulators) that use the output results of the input
sensor readings. The integration of automotive controlled systems increased
the need for embedding network interfaces to the automotive platform (both
hard-wired and wireless) to satisfy the future requirements for bandwidth and
performance needs and led to the introduction of a highly heterogeneous net-
work system within the automobile. The essential network protocols for the
in-vehicle communication include the Controller Area Network (CAN), the
Local Interconnect Network (LIN), the Media Oriented Systems Transport
(MOST) and the FlexRay Protocol.

Both the architectural design and the network protocols described above,
realize the automotive platform of the modern vehicle [25] a mobile-system
capable to utilize engineering, technological, mechanical and networking as-
pects under the context of a traditional ICT system. Thus, the automotive
ICT stack consists of various engineering, technological, mechanical and net-
working modules. Its cyber-physical structure comprises the following layers:
The automobile physical layer, which includes the infrastructure, i.e. the body
chassis whose user is the operator/driver of the automobile or the passengers;
the automotive cyber layer which comprises the infrastructure (hardware and
the peripheral components), the network (communication and network inter-
faces), the services (software used) and the data (signals, frames and pack-
ets) exchanged among the components of the vehicle. Figure 1 illustrates the
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paradigm of the automotive cyber layer based on the backbone structure of the
FlexRay protocol. The interested reader may refer to [75,39,15] for additional
information related to automotive communication protocols.

Fig. 1 Paradigm of the automotive network architecture.

2.2 Vehicle security

In many cases, the implementation of cryptographic primitives in the automo-
tive industry has proven to be inefficient to to prevent automotive thefts [55,
36,11,27,14,76,32,33]. Moreover, researchers have proved that vehicles can be
exploited in many ways as the attack surface is quite large [40,20,30,72,67,31].
As shown in the recent attack of Miller and Valasek [51], interdependencies
allow, e.g. WiFi connections of the infotainment system to push updates to the
core system and send arbitrary commands through the CAN, taking control
the vehicle remotely, with a similar approach being exploited by Mahaffey and
Rogers [47] also to gain full control.

Weimerskirch et al. [77] were among the first to propose an architecture
for securing in-vehicle communications. In this architecture, all the underlying
networks are connected to a gateway, which routes their encrypted messages.
This scheme manages to protect the communication between heterogeneous
networks; nevertheless, the traffic inside each network is still transparent to
the connected ECUs.

Chavez et al. [19] foresaw the development of security threats for vehicles,
and thus proposed the replacement of CAN, by an OSI-like architecture. Their
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proposal suggested the use of several encryption algorithms, however mutual
authentication of ECUs or even non-repudiation were not covered.

Nilsson et al. in [54] introduced a novelty for in-vehicle communications,
that of authenticating the components that communicate over CAN using
Message Authentication Codes (MACs). Even if the use of strong encryption
algorithms was proposed, mutual authentication of the ECUs fell behind again,
and the model is vulnerable to replay attacks. MACs are also used in [73]
and [74] where a protocol for the authentication of messages with multiple
simultaneous destinations is proposed.

Groll and Ruland, in [35], categorize ECUs according to their trust level
into discrete communication groups. Each group receives a symmetric key
from a Key Distribution Center (KDC) and uses it for its communication. The
vehicle manufacturer creates and signs an Access Control List (ACL) that is
distributed to the ECUs that maintain a local copy of the ACL of the group
to which they belong to. The KDC and ECU communicate through public key
encryption algorithms, and the vehicle manufacturer signs the keys.

EVITA [29] is an FP7 project whose deliverables can be regarded as a
major contribution to state of the art in vehicle security, as they provide a
real-world implementation of an architecture, where all the traffic is encrypted
through secure and efficient encryption algorithms. The developed architecture
is designed to be compliant with the AUTOSAR framework, version 3.0. The
infrastructure does not provide stream ciphers, while the full hardware security
module is only used for the communication of the vehicle with V2X infrastruc-
tures. The architecture does not support certificates for in-vehicle communi-
cation, and as a result, several attacks are possible. Finally, the scheme allows
only ECUs which have been signed by the vehicle manufacturer.

Oguma et al. [56] proposed a formally verified attestation-based architec-
ture that: (a) enables only valid controllers to communicate, (b) processes
separately or immediately discards all unauthorised messages, (c) encrypts
and authenticates all communications and (d) does not allow a single attack
to endanger the whole system. Since many attacks exploit the ODB-II port
and how diagnostics are sent, Kleberger and Olovsson [38] propose the use of
the recent ISO 13400 standard for Diagnostics over IP with some modifications
to enable secure broadcasting.

A redesign of the immobilizers was proposed to address many of the new
attacks that are being launched against the vehicles’ ECUs [62]. To this end,
the immobilizer becomes a Trusted Third Party, where all parts authenticate
via certificates. The immobilizer decides whether the engine will ignite, based
on the categorization of the ECUs and whether the modules have succeeded
in authenticating. Finally, the immobilizer acts as a ticketing server, granting
access to each module according to predefined ACLs.

To counter malware threats, Zhang, Antunes, and Aggarwal [80] proposed
the use of a cloud-assisted framework to detect and discover malicious files
and traffic in vehicles. On the other hand, Mansor et al. [49] based on the
firmware updates process of the EVITA project studied the security issues of
these protocols and extended it to provide a more secure process.
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Furthermore, BMW recently introduced a novel system that sends vehicle’s
usage statistics over the Internet whenever it finds the proper resources (3G
connected devices, open networks etc.), to arrange the next service appoint-
ment [12]. Other vehicle’s subsystems, such as event data recorders (EDR),
track the GPS location and can broadcast it over the Internet. This is very
helpful in case of accidents and to look for stolen vehicles. Well-known such
products are OnStar[58] and AcuraLink [7]. Many vehicles, for example from
GM, come with OnStar already pre-installed. All the above indicate that the
automotive industry is gradually adopting a “call back home” policy to its
products, mainly to ensure passenger safety and vehicle security. A more pri-
vate solution for vehicle EDRs has recently been introduced in [64], exploit-
ing the properties of timed release encryption. Unfortunately, this fragmented
landscape extends even further since existing security standards, methodolo-
gies, and tools don’t explicitly cover the rapidly developed automotive and
ITS environment or address its specific requirements, as indicated by Dellios
et al. [24].

Sethumadhavan et al. [69] regard that even if a plugged component might
be an actual part of the system, this does not mean that it is benign and there
is no hardware backdoor installed. To mitigate such backdoors, they propose
a set of pre-design and runtime techniques which, e.g. will block the triggers
that would activate the backdoor.

Finally, Mansor et al. [48] introduced a mobile application named Au-
toLOG which keeps a secure log of all maintenance services in the cloud.

2.3 Blockchain and the vehicle

Blockchain is a distributed append-only time-stamped data structure where
non-trusting members can interact with each other in a verifiable manner with-
out the need of a trusted authority [52]. This technology is nowadays blurring
the lines between the physical, digital, and biological spheres, collectively re-
ferred to as cyber-physical systems [65,16]. Its peer-to-peer structure facilitates
any type of transaction (e.g. physical assets, money, intellectual property),
without mediation. Yet, its security and trustworthiness are established by a
decentralised, cloud-based, independent protocol.

A relatively recent aspect of the blockchain technology is the notion of
smart contracts [71] (with a full Turing complete Language) which provide
the ability to perform computations within the blockchain, thus operating as a
decentralized virtual machine. In essence, smart contracts are actual programs
written in specific programming languages, e.g. Script in Bitcoin or Solidity
in Ethereum. In this regard, smart contracts can be considered agreements
between mutually distrusting participants, which are automatically enforced
by the consensus mechanism of the blockchain without relying on a trusted
third party. Therefore, the emergence of smart contracts opens the door to a
myriad of new application scenarios [16,82,21,23], since specific functions and
configurable requirements can be defined.
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The use of blockchain in the vehicular industry is not novel. Neverthe-
less, most of the works focus on secure Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET)
data and trust management [57,70,46,45,79,42], service enhancement (such
as location-based information) [37], and forensic traffic data analysis to im-
prove security, with special regard of self-driving cars [17]. Moreover, several
works on the use of blockchain to enable secure VANET communications (i.e.
vehicle-to-infrastructure and vehicle-to-vehicle) can be found in the literature
[44,9,81,34,43,60]. In the case of [26], authors describe the benefits and ad-
vantages of the use of blockchain in the locomotive industry over centralized
models and discuss the potential of such applications. They provide a high-
level example of a protocol that could be used to perform remote software
updates. However, they only ensure data integrity of the software, and they
do not discuss possible attack vectors, challenges nor countermeasures of ve-
hicle control version. Other works related to version control can be found in
the literature [10,66], however, the potential of blockchain in this regard has
yet to be explored [16]. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work that introduces the use of blockchain and smart contracts to provide
efficient and secure version control for vehicles.

3 The proposed solution

In what follows we introduce our proposed solution. Before presenting it, we
first, provide the threat model and then we introduce the main actors of the
scheme along with the assumptions.

As discussed in the related work section, attackers in many occasions are
expected to penetrate the vehicle, e.g. by forging credentials, exploiting cryp-
tographic primitives, or even by exploiting software vulnerabilities of the ve-
hicles. In this context, the adversary is either trying to penetrate the vehicle
or already entered the vehicle and tries to gain more control. The question is
whether these actions can be monitored to trigger further actions in the cyber
or the physical layer, or at least keep track of these actions to provide feedback
for further investigation and to patch the exploited attack vector.

3.1 Threat model

Generally, a vehicle is left for many hours unattended and can be physically
accessed by an arbitrary number of individuals. As already discussed, many of
the attacks to steal a vehicle involve the installation of a device in the vehicle or
the exploitation of an existing vulnerable device, which will be used to install
new firmware to another connected device as a way to escalate the privileges
of the attacker. For instance, an adversary initially breaks into the vehicle, e.g.
by the window and plugs a device to the ODB II port to create a valid pair
of keys to start the engine or installs a vulnerable device. Therefore, in our
model, we assume that the adversary has physical access to the vehicle and he
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may perform several actions without interruptions. Moreover, we assume that
the intruder will try to install a device in the vehicle; even if it is a vulnerable
one, to gain further access to the vehicle or use an existing device to install a
new firmware.

3.2 Main actors and desiderata

The primary goal of the proposed solution is to block when possible, or other-
wise detect, attacks originated from plugged in devices or malicious firmware
upgrades. With this aim, we propose that after every hardware update or
whenever a new device is detected by the vehicle, a query should be executed
on an external database before the engine is allowed to ignite. The proposed
infrastructure is illustrated in Figure 2 and it is analyzed in the following
paragraphs.

  
ConstraintsECU authentication

HPS

Blockchain

Actions

Challenge

Location & Certificates

Firmware update

Manufacturer Owner

Fig. 2 The proposed infrastructure.

The framework proposed in [62] meets the needs of the vehicle architecture
for in-vehicle communication, as the immobilizer module acts like a ticketing
server that enables the communication between all ECUs and allows the en-
gine ignition. Therefore, we assume that the vehicle that we refer to has this
infrastructure in place. However, this model assumes that the modules are
known to the immobilizer and they establish a connection proving that they
have not been altered. Moreover, with the term hardware profile, we define
a list of all the hardware parts, firmware and their corresponding certificates
for a specific vehicle. We assume that each vehicle vendor creates a hardware
profile for each vehicle once it is manufactured. This hardware profile is com-
mitted to a federated blockchain. This blockchain is in charge of maintaining
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the hardware state of each vehicle and its status regarding whether accepting
updates or not.

The main actors in our scheme are:

– The User: Whether this is the driver or someone who has rights to access
the car, i.e. a passenger who is given the keys temporarily or a mechanic.
A user has the credentials to access the vehicle and ignite the engine. His
credentials can be something that he owns (keys), something that he knows
(password) or something that he is (biometrics).

– The vehicle: Each vehicle is identified by its immobilizer unit. A vehicle
can be accessed by many users, with different access levels for each of them.
This means that not all users have the right to use all ECUs or that their
connected devices might not be functional. Therefore, each user has his
own hardware profile for the vehicle.

– The Hardware Profile Server (HPS): A trusted server with which
immobilizers contact whenever they discover a newly connected device.
The HPS is responsible for:
– Retrieving user/vehicle hardware profiles.
– Grant vehicle/user profile changes and alert the owner.
– Checking hardware certificates.
– Checking time and spatial constraints.
– Sending notifications and alerts to the proper authorities (Legal, users,

etc.).

We further assume that the owner of the vehicle has registered the vehicle
to the HPS, hence the vehicle has its own credentials that can be used to com-
municate with the HPS. This communication involves mutual authentication
from each side and can be facilitated by the use of a certificate from the HPS’
side.

3.3 The scheme

Our proposed scheme contains three layers to counter different attacks. In the
upper layer, we deploy a blockchain mechanism to keep track of the hardware
of a vehicle and the installed firmware, allowing the owner of the vehicle to
manage when updates to the firmware or the hardware can be performed.
The next layer, inside the vehicle, tries to determine whether the ECUs that
are attached are legitimate and discover new changes. Finally, an additional
layer is in charge of monitoring whether the requested updates meet specific
requirements, e.g. geospatial, and then proceed to actions.

When the car is sold, the data about the car is registered into a federated
permissioned blockchain, and a transaction from the manufacturer is made
to the address of the owner of the vehicle, and some other data structures
to enable vehicle version control. This procedure provides a firmware lock
mechanism that enables only the manufacturer or the owner of the vehicle to
set the status of the vehicle to “updatable”. Thereafter, to allow an update to
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the car, the immobilizer checks the status of the vehicle in the blockchain to
determine whether the update can be performed. This way, we allow for secure
version control management and perform consent management on the update
preferences of the user. An overview of how the blockchain mechanism works
is illustrated in Figure 3. More details about the benefits of such an approach
are discussed in Section 4.

Fig. 3 Setting the update status of a vehicle through blockchain.

As in [62] and [63] the user presents her credentials, which could be a tra-
ditional key, a wireless key or biometric data. A simple protocol for the latter
two cases to manage the authentication is illustrated in Figure 4. The protocol
is lightweight as it only uses private key encryption, provides mutual authen-
tication, and does not disclose the key. Initially, the user sends her ID and a
nonce (rUser) to the vehicle. The vehicle can now query the local database
to check whether this user may access to the vehicle, if that is the case, it
retrieves their mutual key k(User, V ehicle) and encrypts the vehicle’s iden-
tity V ehicleID, the received nonce rUser and a new nonce it creates rV ehicle.
If the user is valid, then she would be able to recover rV ehicle and form the
message Ek(User,V ehicle)(rV ehicle, rUser, UserID). On receiving this message,
the vehicle checks that the values are valid and authenticates the user.

In case of many failed authentication attempts, the system assumes that
it is under attack. Therefore, two-factor authentication is triggered, e.g. a
message is sent to the user’s phone and an alert is stored in the database
whenever there is Internet availability. This may allow authorities to create
a dynamic map of places where thieves try to steal vehicles, enable users to
monitor how many attempts have been made to steal their vehicles, with which
user credentials etc.
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rUser ,UserID ,VehicleID

Ek (User ,Vehicle)(rUser , rVehicle ,VehicleID)

Ek (User ,Vehicle)(rVehicle , rUser ,UserID)

Fig. 4 User authentication

Once the user is authenticated, she has the right to access the vehicle, so
the immobilizer broadcasts a “hello” message to all installed ECUs. All ECUs
have to reply to this message; otherwise, their communication will be blocked
afterwards by the immobilizer, and therefore they will not be functional. If any
of the ECUs is new or it has a newly plugged device, it has to send the relevant
certificate to the immobilizer. The immobilizer indicates the new hardware
and its position to the user and requests a connection to the Internet to check
whether the hardware changes are acceptable. Again, failure to present a valid
certificate and prove its ownership results in the isolation of the module and
blockage of its traffic.

If the user agrees to connect to the Internet, the immobilizer checks the
update status of the vehicle. If the vehicle is set to updatable, it connects to
the HPS with the user’s credentials and its own certificate, and sends the cer-
tificates of the new ECUs to the server, along with the current geolocation of
the vehicle. The HPS first checks the credentials of the user and the certificate
of the immobilizer. To validate the latter, a challenge to which the immobi-
lizer has to respond is sent. If the checks are successful, the HPS queries the
blockchain to recover the profile of the user for the specific vehicle. Based on
this profile, the HPS constructs a set of constraints, thus different users have
different access levels to vehicle hardware updates, and are allowed to use spe-
cific devices. HPS then couples the aforementioned possible constraints with
several time and geospatial constraints. The latter constraints are discussed in
the following section. Their main role is to check the time and the position at
which the hardware update is being made so that malicious attacks on unat-
tended vehicles can be detected. If the constraints do not trigger any alarm,
the HPS sends a challenge to each of the new devices to prove their origin. If
the devices correctly answer these challenges, the hardware profile is approved
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by HPS, and the updated profile is sent for approval to the owner of the ve-
hicle. Once she accepts the changes, the immobilizer receives the clearance to
proceed with engine ignition. The clearance is given through an HPS-signed
new hardware profile that is stored in the immobilizer.

The protocol for authenticating a new device to HPS is illustrated in Figure
5. Initially, the device sends a nonce rDev, its ID and the immobilizer’s ID to
the immobilizer encrypted using their shared key KDev,Immo. The latter can
be easily generated from the public keys of their certificates using the typical
Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol. Then, the immobilizer will initiate a
session with HPS to authenticate the user, send the current location and the
certificate of the device. Therefore, the immobilizer sends a nonce rImmo, the
user’s credentials, the vehicle’s ID and its ID, encrypted under their common
key KImmo,HPS . HPS checks the provided information, and if it is valid, it
creates a hash of the previous values and a nonce rHPS. The immobilizer will
return the received nonce, its identity, current location, the device’s certificate
and its nonce rDev. HPS extracts the device’s public key PKDev from its cer-
tificate, and it sends it rDev, its identity HPS and a nonce r encrypted using
PKDev. Finally, the device proves that its certificate is valid, by extracting
r and using it as a key to encrypt the hash of rDev, its identity and HPS’s
identity. To facilitate the implementation of the last two steps, the traffic from
the new device to HPS and vice versa is tunnelled through the Immobilizer.

  

EK (Dev , Immo)(rDev ,Dev , Immo)

EK (Immo ,HPS)(rImmo ,UserCred ,VehicleID , Immo)

EK (Immo ,HPS)(rHPS ,H (rImmo ,UserCred ,VehicleID , Immo))

EK (Immo ,HPS)(rHPS , Immo , x , y ,DevCert , rDev)

EPK (Dev )(rDev ,HPS ,r)

Er (H (rDev , Dev ,HPS))

Immobilizer HPSNew Device

Fig. 5 The protocol between the Immobilizer and the HPS.

Since modern vehicles allow the installation of many peripherals, the case
of peripherals such as phones, GPS receivers etc. being connected continuously
and removed is very frequent. To disclose as little as possible information about
users’ location, on every new attempt to ignite the engine, the immobilizer
checks the previously stored and signed hardware profiles to trace whether
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the current hardware profile previously existed. If it finds a match, it then
checks the validity of the signature and decides whether to allow the engine’s
ignition. This last check is crucial to stop attackers from arbitrarily creating
false hardware profiles to gain access to the vehicle.

4 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the main issues that emerge from the adoption of
the proposed solution, with regard to availability, security and privacy, and
highlight the advantages of our proposal compared to the current security
standards in the vehicle industry.

4.1 Availability

One of the most important issues that stems from the proposed framework
is what happens in the case when there is no Internet access or geolocation
services available, and whether this would create significant availability issues.

In this case, the framework will not allow the device to operate. If the
device is peripheral, then obviously this is not a significant issue, but if it is
not, then the vehicle will not be allowed to ignite the engine. The reason why
the latter does not introduce any important availability issues is that Internet
access and GPS signal are available almost worldwide or, at least, where a
vehicle should have maintenance services. We consider that the chances of
needing to legitimately change, for instance, the steering wheel or the brake
system somewhere where there is no Internet access, and the GPS signal is
not reachable are so slim that they can be neglected. Such crucial maintenance
work is typically done at a registered mechanic; if this is not the case, then
the probabilities of dealing with a malicious act are very high.

Another important question is whether this approach deters people from
working on their car themselves. If these modifications do not alter the hard-
ware, then there is no problem. If someone is going to fine-tune the parameters
of an ECU, there is no issue again. Finally, if someone is going to change an
ECU, then he might trigger an alert, that can be easily tackled if he has noti-
fied the HPS service provider of his actions, so his profile will be successfully
updated.

While one could argue that Internet connectivity can be easily reached
within urban environments, this is hardly the case for rural areas. Therefore,
our solution could be extended to provide “break the glass” policies to account
for such cases. Such policies have already been adopted by major companies
such as Google which provides emergency codes for accounts protected by 2-
step authentication. In this scenario, where there is no available connection to
the Internet, the owner could temporarily force device authentication using her
biometrics. We argue that this authentication should not extend to more than
a very limited time to deter over-usage of the feature and possible attacks.
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Another important aspect is that there is no need for the HPS to be
hardware-coded in the immobilizer, as long as he holds a valid certificate.
This way users can have alternate HPS providers, their profiles can be trans-
fered to others and are not bound to the manufacturer, thus introducing a
new market.

In regard to the blockchain layer, the information about vehicles and trans-
actions can be stored in IPFS2, and retrieved using the hash function imple-
mented in the smart contract (i.e. IPFS enables content-addressable storage) so
that data tampering can be prevented. This enables efficient auditing as well as
increases the trust of the system and its integrity. Moreover, the version trace-
ability enables better management, in terms of malfunctioning detection (e.g.
companies can send alerts to users who own vehicles with vulnerable software
versions) as well as effective insurance claims processing. Another benefit of
this approach is enhanced interoperability, since cross country data legislation,
which may hinder the efficiency of update and managerial procedures, can be
bypassed. This is of particular relevance in the case of critical infrastructures
and public transportation since this approach enables real-time and secure
permission checking. Moreover, the decentralized nature of the blockchain is
resilient to attacks such as DDos, which could give attackers more control
over critical infrastructures during a longer period, compared with the use of
centralized data management solutions.

4.2 Security

The proposed scheme enhances the overall security of vehicles in several ways.
In an attack case scenario, if there is no Internet connection or GPS signal,
then the attack is blocked as any traffic from the newly plugged device is
blocked so the device will not be functional or the engine will not be allowed
to start. However, if both of them are available, then the device will have
to prove that it is valid and does not forge any legitimate one. This enables
quick detection of malicious devices that try to masquerade others. If they are
legitimate and vulnerable, the next line of defense is the time and geospatial
constraints. These constraints can trigger many alerts, as for example they will
indicate the attempt of a thief to steal the car, as a message will be sent that
there is an attempt to install, for example, a new brake system or an MP3
player at 3 am, or that someone is installing a new air-conditioning system in
the middle of the road. The HSP will send a message to block the engine’s
ignition and, based on the constraints that are not met, it will proceed with
other actions, such as calling the police, informing the legitimate user or even
activating the eCall system [5].

One can argue that the proposed approach might not be able to prevent
the attacker from taking control of the vehicle, as the reply from the HPS
might be overruled by the attack. While this is true, in this case, several very

2 https://ipfs.io
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important pieces of information are collected. The most important is when and
where the attack was made. Therefore, even if the software methods failed to
provide the necessary security, physical methods can be applied, e.g. tracking
by the police. A crucial aspect is that clear and precise attack patterns will
be recorded, as the installation of a new device is showing the entry point of
the attacker. Clearly, this can help manufacturers trace vulnerabilities to their
source and have valid evidence, so that they do not have to base their research
on assumptions and vague scenarios based on sparse data that have been
collected from human witnesses or CCTV monitoring. Therefore, patching the
vulnerabilities and introducing vehicle forensics becomes easier.

Additionally, the proposed solution enables manufacturers and agencies to
track stolen vehicle parts. In many cases, stolen vehicles are sold in parts in
the black market. Therefore, if a vehicle is stolen and sold in parts, if its profile
is stored in the HPS, whenever someone installs one of its parts the act can
be traced, and law enforcement agencies can unravel the story to find how the
part reached the new vehicle.

Indeed, one could claim that this proposal can lead to a Denial of Service.
An attacker could attach a device that does not have the required certificates
making the vehicle non-functional. While theoretically, this is true, the risk is
minimal. Firstly, to launch such an attack, the attacker should have physical
access to the vehicle to such an extent as to change a primary module. This
means that he would just have to remove it to launch his attack, not just
change it, as this demands less effort. In any case, even if we assume that this
could happen since the immobilizer notifies the user of the type of device that
has been installed and its location, the user can trace it easily and proceed to
its removal.

It should be highlighted, that the protocols do not transmit any key that
would allow an attacker to intercept it. Second, the protocol is safe from replay
attacks, a widespread issue in the automotive industry, especially in the past,
as it guarantees the freshness of each instance. Finally, the protocol provides
mutual authentication to both entities, avoiding man-in-the-middle attacks.
More precisely, no sensitive information is disclosed, all entities need to be
alive, and no packets can be injected. For the sake of simplicity, in the ap-
pendix, we have added the implementation of the two protocols using Scyther
[22] to allow the reader to check the security claims automatically.

In addition to the aforementioned security enhancements, our smart con-
tract implements several operations to enable secure version control manage-
ment. Therefore, its contents can be retrieved and/or modified only by partic-
ipants with specific roles (each function is implemented with concrete permis-
sions, e.g. using the require clause of solidity and variables such as msg:sender
to check account authenticity). Moreover, we added another security layer to
store failed update attempts. Therefore, we can track suspicious addresses (i.e.
blockchain accounts) or implement further security policies in such cases, to
disable/take down malware campaigns.
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4.3 Privacy

The location disclosure on a central database seems a very intrusive act. Nev-
ertheless, the exposure that is introduced from the proposed scheme is the
least possible, and it is made under very specific constraints to avoid the “Big
Brother” effect.

As discussed in the description of the scheme, the disclosure of a vehicle’s
location is not made every time the engine is started. The HPS becomes aware
of the vehicle’s location only when there is a hardware update, or a new device
is connected to a communication port. Therefore, location disclosure can only
be triggered in two scenarios, when the user is going for maintenance services
or when the vehicle is attacked. In the latter scenario, it is evident that users
do not mind the disclosure as it is likely to enable the rescue of their asset.
In the former, the only disclosure is that of their favorite registered mechanic,
as the vehicle itself is not tracked. Contrary to the aforementioned policies
e.g. of EDRs continuously sending the driver’s location, the imposed privacy
exposure is minimum, triggered only by the driver and with consent and ac-
knowledgment. Additionally, users can select different providers and do not
depend solely on the manufacturer.

As previously stated in Section 3.3, only the manufacturer or the owner
of the vehicle can modify the status of her car in the blockchain or retrieve
private information from it. Therefore, the permission of the manufacturer or
the owner is required when a 3rd party (e.g. mechanic) has to perform updates.
In this regard, blockchain-related operations do not disclose any information
nor require additional data from any actors.

For more privacy, one could use the method of Palmieri et al. [61]. This way,
the HPS could check whether the vehicle is within a permited area, without the
disclosure of its actual location. Moreover, to hide user’s and vehicle’s ID and
to provide even more security, one could use one-way chains to authenticate
via one-time passwords [41].

5 Implementation

To evaluate the time and processing cost of the proposed solution, we have
implemented the authentication protocols in Python 2.7 using the Flask frame-
work. For the HPS, a web service with a RESTful interface that exchanges
compressed and encrypted JSON objects has been developed. We have selected
an SQLite database and used typical X.509 elliptic curve certificates generated
through OpenSSL.

The computer where the HPS is running is equipped with an Intel® Core™

i7-2600 CPU at 3.40GHz and 16GB of RAM, running on a 64 bit Ubuntu
GNU/Linux kernel 3.2.0-29. The client is equipped with an Intel® Core™ i5
CPU at 1.7GHz and 4GB of RAM, running on a 64 bit Ubuntu GNU/Linux
kernel 3.2.0-29. The connection between the two is over the Internet, and they
reside in two different countries.
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Deinitely,theimplementationisnotoptimal,asPythonisascriptinglan-
guageandisnotaseicientasothers.Althoughwehavenotpaidspecialat-
tentiontotheperformancenuances,themeasurementsfrom1000experiments
indicatethattheproposedsolutioniseicientandcanbeeasilydeployedwith
minoroverhead,asonaverage,onefullroundoftheproposedschemetakes
around0.023secondsperthread.Obviously,theoverheadissosmallthatit
doesnotcreateanynoticeablediferencetotheuser.
Toshowcasetheeicacyoftheproposedblockchainarchitecture,wepro-

videexperimentsusingalocalprivateblockchain.Moreconcretely,wecreated
anethereum-basedblockchainusingnode3andganache-cli4,andweused
truffle5toimplementanddeployafunctionalsmartcontract.Inthisre-
gard,thedeploymentofthesmartcontractandthetransactiontimeswerein
theorderofmilliseconds,enablingreal-timecontrolversionmanagement.The
codeisavailableinGitHub6.

5.1Feasibilityinvehiculardevices

Toassessthesuitabilityoftheproposalinvehicularenvironments,itisneces-
sarytoconsiderstate-of-the-artdevicesandnetworks.Inordertoprototype
thesystem,HPSwillbemodelledasanIntelXeon2010computer,whereas
bothimmobilizerandnewdeviceswillbeplayedbyaCyCurV2X[6]embed-
dedplatform.Regardingtheuserside,anNVIDIATegra2010GPUprocessor
willbeconsideredtoplaytheroleofasmartphone.Thechoiceofthesede-
vicesisbecausethereisapublishedbenchmarkoftheircomputationalcost
forcryptographicoperations(Table1)[2].

Operation CyCurV2X NVIDIA
Tegra250

Intel Xeon
E5-620

Symmetricencr/decr.(AESCTR256) 0.23 2.90e−6 1.89e−7

RSAencryption 1.74 1.83e−3 1.06e−4

RSAdecryption 1.32 0.055 0.002
RSAsigning 7.156 0.055 0.002
RSAsignatureveriication 27.114 0.001 9.15e−5

Table1 Performanceofcryptographicprimitivesonconsidereddevices.Allreportedtim-
ingsrefertotheaveragetimeperbyteandareinms.RSAisconsideredtooperatewith
1024longkeys.

Weassumethatcryptooperationsarethemostdemandingonesinthepro-
posedmechanism.Therefore,issuessuchasmessagepreparationorreception
areconsiderednegligible.

3 https://nodejs.org/
4 https://github.com/trufflesuite/ganache-cli
5 http://truffleframework.com
6 https://github.com/francasino/Vehicular_Control_Version
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Data field Value Data field Value
Nonce 2 HPS ID 8
User ID 8 HPS certificate 256
Vehicle ID 8 Signature 56
Device ID 8 Latitude, Longitude 4
Device certificate 125 Hash 16
Immobilizer ID 8

Table 2 Data sizes. Size in bytes.

Time
Data Transmission Computation

User 30 0.114 0.000034
Vehicle 12 0.0457 20.954

Table 3 Cost of User authentication phase. Data in bytes, time in ms.

Considering the previous numbers, in what follows we analyse the cost
per phase. The data sizes considered for these calculations are shown in Ta-
ble 2. These choices are based on specifications for similar fields in vehicular
standards such as SAE J2735 [3] and IEEE 1609.2 [4].

Tables 3 and 4 show the computation and transmission times for User and
Device authentication, respectively. Regarding computation, the vehicle takes
most of the time in both phases. Notably, it takes around 21 ms. to compute
in the User authentication phase, and around 300 ms. in the Device authen-
tication. In any case, it is noteworthy that these computation times are sig-
nificantly small, thus supporting the feasibility of the proposal. Furthermore,
new devices only need to carry 133 ms. of computation for their authentica-
tion. It must be noted that this calculation has been done considering that the
computational resources for new devices are equivalent to those present in the
ECU. Although it could not be realistic for some cases, given that embedded
processors are becoming widespread it is a reasonable assumption.

On the other hand, transmission times are also affordable. It must be noted
that three different communication technologies have been considered – Blue-
tooth, CAN and DSRC. Bluetooth is used for user-vehicle communication in
the User authentication phase and has 2.1 Mbit/s as nominal bandwidth [1].
CAN enables communications between the immobilizer and new devices, with
a nominal speed of 1 Mbit/s. The communication from the vehicle to HPS is
performed through DSRC, with a bandwidth of 6 Mbps [4].

Considering the transmission times using the said technologies, all commu-
nications are performed in less than a millisecond.

Taking into account these calculations, both computation and transmission
times vouch for the practical feasibility of the proposal.
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Time
Data Transmission Computation

New device 92 0.736 12.2995
Immob. → new device 12 0.096 0
Immob. → HPS 171 0.228 298.587
HPS 30 0.04 0.0029

Table 4 Cost of Authentication of a new device to HPS. Time in ms, communication in
bytes.

6 Conclusions

As vehicles come equipped with more and more computerised features and
enable users to attach more gadgets, attackers find new ways to tamper with
them. The situation is getting rather serious because not only vehicles are
often unattended, but the automotive industry is so focused on promoting
new features on their products, that it does not consider information security
a priority. Therefore, vehicles are not only insecure against acts of theft but in
specific attack scenarios, passengers lives can also be endangered, for instance
from cyber attacks.

In this context, to prevent and protect both the essence of a modern vehi-
cle, its human operator and passengers, this work proposes the use of a security
protocol that relies on the use of blockchain and an external database, which
is contacted by the vehicle’s immobilizer. In this regard, our system can re-
port hardware changes and mitigate attacks originated from unauthenticated
plugged in devices, as well as from unauthorised users. As discussed, the pro-
posed solution introduces a minimal overhead, offering an additional layer of
security. This layer enables the detection, blocking and tracing of several at-
tacks.

Certainly, the adoption of our solution demands a number of changes in the
design of the vehicle’s architecture and its parts. Nevertheless, since vehicles
are currently under tremendous transformations, it is time to rethink how
to integrate into the vehicle well-known and long-lived security mechanisms,
adequately adapted to meet the real-time requirements of vehicles.
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A Appendix

A.1 User authentication

1 usertype SessionKey;

2 protocol auth(A,B){

3

4 role A{

5 fresh ra: Nonce;

6 var rb: Nonce;

7 send_1(A,B, ra,A);

8 recv_2(B,A,{ra,rb,B}k(A,B));

9 send_3(A,B,{rb,ra,A}k(A,B));

10 claim_A1(A,Alive);

11 claim_A2(A,Niagree);

12 claim_A3(A,Nisynch);

13 }

14

15 role B{

16 fresh rb: Nonce;

17 var ra: Nonce;

18 fresh kab: SessionKey;

19 recv_1(A,B,ra,A);

20 send_2(B,A,{ra,rb,B}k(A,B));

21 recv_3(A,B,{rb,ra,A}k(A,B));

22 claim_B1(B,Alive);

23 claim_B2(B,Niagree);

24 claim_B3(B,Nisynch);
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25 }

26 }

A.2 Device authentication

1 protocol auth3(Immo,HPS,Dev){

2 hashfunction H;

3

4 role Dev{

5 fresh rDev;

6 var r;

7 send_1(Dev,Immo, {rDev,Dev,Immo}k(Dev,Immo));

8 recv_!5(HPS,Dev,{r,rDev,HPS}pk(Dev));

9 send_!6(Dev,HPS,{H(rDev,Dev,HPS)}k(r));

10

11 claim_D1(Dev,Alive);

12 claim_D2(Dev,Niagree);

13 claim_D3(Dev,Nisynch);

14 }

15

16 role Immo{

17 var rb: Nonce;

18

19 fresh rImmo,UserCred,VehicleID,DevCert,x,y,rDev:Nonce;

20 var rHPS,rDev:Nonce;

21

22 recv_1(Dev,Immo, {rDev,Dev,Immo}k(Dev,Immo));

23

24 send_2(Immo,HPS, {rImmo,UserCred,VehicleID,Immo}k(Immo,HPS));

25 recv_3(HPS,Immo,{rHPS,H(rImmo,UserCred,VehicleID,Immo)}k(Immo,HPS));

26 send_4(Immo,HPS,{rHPS,Immo,x,y,DevCert,rDev}k(Immo,HPS));

27

28 claim_A1(Immo,Alive);

29 claim_A2(Immo,Niagree);

30 claim_A3(Immo,Nisynch);

31 claim_A4(Immo,Secret,x);

32 claim_A5(Immo,Secret,y);

33 claim_A6(Immo,Secret,UserCred);

34 claim_A7(Immo,Secret,VehicleID);

35 }

36

37 role HPS{

38 fresh rb: Nonce;

39 fresh kab: SessionKey;
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40

41 var rImmo,UserCred,VehicleID,DevCert,x,y,rDev:Nonce;

42 fresh rHPS,r:Nonce;

43

44 recv_2(Immo,HPS, {rImmo,UserCred,VehicleID,Immo}k(Immo,HPS));

45 send_3(HPS,Immo,{rHPS,H(rImmo,UserCred,VehicleID,Immo)}k(Immo,HPS));

46 recv_4(Immo,HPS,{rHPS,Immo,x,y,DevCert,rDev}k(Immo,HPS));

47

48 send_!5(HPS,Dev,{r,rDev,HPS}pk(Dev));

49 recv_!6(Dev,HPS,{H(rDev,Dev,HPS)}k(r));

50

51 claim_B1(HPS,Alive);

52 claim_B2(HPS,Niagree);

53 claim_B3(HPS,Nisynch);

54 }

55 }




